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ON THE RATIONAL POINTS OF SOME JACOBIAN

VARIETIES OVER LARGE ALGEBRAIC

NUMBER FIELDS

BY HIDEO IMAI

In this note we shall prove the following: Let X be a hyperelliptic curve
defined over the rational number field Q and let / be its Jacobian variety.
Let L be the field generated by all square roots of rational integers over Q.
Then the group of L-rational points ]{L) has an infinite rank over the rational
integer ring Z.

In Frey and Jarden [1], the following is conjectured: Let A be an abelian
variety defined over Q and Qab the maximal abelian extension of Q. Then
does the group Λ(Qab) have an infinite rank over Z? Our result supports this
conjecture partially.

1. Let X be a hyperelliptic curve defined by the equation (in the aίfine
form) y2=zf{x)f where f(x) is a monic separable polynomial of degree 2g+l with
coefficients in Z. Let Po^C00, °°) be the point at infinity on X, which is
rational over Q. Let z—xg/y be a local uniformizing parameter at Po. Let
ωi=xι~1dx/y (z=l, 2, •••, g) be the canonical base of the space of differential
forms of the first kind on X. Writing these ωt in terms of z and integrating
o)i formally, we get power series Ψi(z)^Q[_[_zJ] such that Ψi(0)=(0) and ωi~dΨτ.

LEMMA 1.

O r(i)

^fτrz
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Zg—Zι-\-l n>g-ι Zn-f-l

Proof. It is easily proved by direct computation. We outline the proof.
Differentiating z=xg/y with respect to x, we have

Hence we have

ΨΊz)=l/gxs-Kl-xff{x)/2gf{x)).

We write z—xg/Vf(x) and expand the above equation in terms of t~l/x.

Let Ψi(z)= Σ a>nzn and let h(l/x)=f(x)/x2g+1-L After some computations we

get
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- 2 ί « - Σ (ίA'(O/(l+A(O))"= Σ nα n (ί/(l + /ι(ί))) ( n-1 ) / 2.
71 = 0 71 = 1

Our assertion follows from this directly.
Put ¥&)=*(¥&), •••, Ψg(z)) a ^--dimensional column vector.

2. Now let / = J a c ( Z ) be the Jacobian variety of X. Choose an imbedding
A: X-+J defined over Q such that Λ(P0)~0 the identity point of /. Let
yi> '" > yg be rational functions on / defined over Q such that they constitute
a system of local uniformizing parameters at 0. Let ηu •••, ηg be invariant
differential forms on / defined over Q such that ωί—y]ι°Λ (z=l, 2, •••, g). It
is well known that these ηlf •••, 57 ̂  form a base of the space of invariant
differential forms on /. As ητ is closed (cf. [2], Proposition 1.3 and Lemma
1.4), there exists a formal power series Ft(ylt •••, j/JeQ[[3Ί, •••, jy^]] such
that F<(0, - , 0)=0 and ηι=dFι. Let F=-\Fλ, ---, Fg) and let / the formal
group of /. From [2], Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 1, there is a matrix
Λ^GLgiQ) such that ΛF(;\;)ΞΞJ/ (mod deg2) and AF: J-^Gί is a strong iso-
morphism over Q where Ga is the formal group of the additive group. From
[2], Proposition 1.1, we see that each component of the differential d(AF) is
obtained from differentiating the formal group law of /. Hence for a prime p
at which / and yt, ητ (z=l, •••, g) have good reduction, the coefficients of
d(AF) are £-adic integers. Hence if we write the z-th coordinate of AF as

Έn an^.ngyi1 — yg

n*, we shall have vp(an^l ng)^-mm vp(nj) were vp is the

£-adic additive valuation. From this we see that AF is convergent in sufficiently
small neighbourhood of 0 in the £-adic topology. The inverse function theorem
(cf. [3], LG 2.10) implies the following:

LEMMA 2. Let p be a prime at which J and yl} ητ (z=l, •••, g) have good
reduction, then (AF)~ι is convergent in sufficiently small neighbourhood of 0 in the
p-adic topology,

3. From the equation ωi=dFι° Λ = dΨlf we have Ψι=Fι° A i.e., Ψ=F° Λ.
We take a prime p at which / and yu ηt have good reduction. Let K/Qp be
a finite extension, P be a /ίΓ-rational point of X and let m be an integer. As
AF: J->Gi is an isomorphism, mA(P)^J(K) may be computed as mA(P)=
{AF)~ι{mAΨ{P)) when the right hand side converges.

Especially we consider the point P=(l/pa, Vf(l/pa)) where p is a prime
with the above good reduction condition and a is a sufficiently large odd
integer^ Let c=pC2g+1>af(l/pa), then C G Z and c is coprime to p. Let K=
QWc/p), then P is rational over K. As p is ramified in K, we write p=p2

and let Kp be the j)-adic completion of K. We consider the point P as a i r -
rational point. For the local parameter z—xg/yf the value of z at P is given
b y ^ p ^ V ί V c . From Lemma 1, Ψ(P)=Ψ(zp) is convergent in the £-adic
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topology. From Lemma 2, {AF)~\mAΨ{z p)) also coverges for sufficiently large a.

LEMMA 3. For almost all primes p, if an odd integer a is taken sufficiently

large, mΛ(P) is not Q-rationalfor any non-zero integer m where P—(l/pa, Vf(l/pa)).

Proof. We exclude the prime p=2, the primes at which /, ylf ηx have bad
reduction and the primes p such that there exists a non £-unit aXJ for the matrix
A—{aXJ). For a prime p, take an odd integer a sufficiently large so that in the
expansion Ψ(zp), the term — 2zp has smaller ft-adic valuation than any other
terms (—2z is the smallest degree term in the expansions of the coordinates of
Ψ{z)). We take a more large if necessary, so that the last coordinate of
(AF)~\Ψ{zp)) has £-adic valuation vp(zp) (note that AF(y)=y mod deg 2). Suppose
mΛ(P)=Q was a Q-rational point of /. Then the value Qx of yx at Q is a
rational number. Hence v?(Qx) is an even integer (for the D-adic valuation,
Vf>(p)=2). On the other hand it can be seen easily from what the above said,
that some coordinate of mΛ(P)=(AF)~1(mAΨ(P)) has ft-adic valuation vP(zp)+
Vp(m) which is an odd integer since vP{zp)—a is odd. This is a contradiction.

THEOREM. Let L=Q(V~d\d<ΞZ). Then the group of L-ratwnal points J(L)
has an infinite rank over Z.

Proof. The proof is entirely similar to that of [1], Theorem 2.2. We
include it for the convenience of reader. For a prime number px, put cx—
pi

C2g+1>a-ίf(l/P"i) as before, with ax a sufficiently large odd integer. We take
an infinite sequence of primes {pn}n=i such that / and yτ, -ηx have good reduc-
tion at pn, and that Q(VcJpu •••, Vcn/pn)nQWcn+1/pn+1)=Q for all n. For
example, take inductively a prime pn+1 unramified in QWc1/ply •••, Vcn/pn)/Q
with the above good reduction condition. Put Pι=(l/p*\ V/(l/P"*)), then we
claim that {Λ(Pτ)}?=1 are linearly independent over Z. Suppose there was a
relation m^P^Λ \-mnΛ(Pn)=0 with mnΦ0. Write this as m^CPOH h

m n _ 1 ^(P n - 1 )=-m n yl(Pn). The left hand side is QWcJpλ, •••, Vc^Jp^Γj-
rational and the right hand side is Q(v/c7l/j/)7i)-rational. Hence mnΛ(Pn) must
be a Q-rational point. This contradicts to Lemma 3.
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